Mission Summary 11306.20
The USS Don Johnson remains in Earth orbit.  The repairs at Starfleet Headquarters and the Academy have begun.
Lt. Telarus' surgery is complete and gene therapy has begun.  He has been released from sickbay on the condition that he returns every 12 hours for treatments.
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
<+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::in quarters, getting out of the sonic shower::
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> ::in his quarters relaxing and recovering::
<+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> ::sits on the bridge, looking over reports::*CTO*: Lemmick to Telarus
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> *CO*:  Telarus here, sir.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::throws on a towel and walks out into the main living area of his suite::  Computer:  Computer, display auxiliary space craft pilot duty schedule.  ::walks over to terminal as it lights up::
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::looks over the schedule::  
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> *CTO*:Report to my ready room please. Lemmick out ::gets up and goes to his ready room leaving Lt.Snider in charge::
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::taps comm badge::  Lt. Reed:  Quinn to Lieutenant Reed.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> <Lt. Reed> *FCO*: Reed here, go ahead.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> *Lt.Reed*: Hey Jack, I see you're a little light on the flight roster from 21:00 to 03:30.
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> ::gets a pot of coffee, two cups, cream, milk and sugar from the replicator and sits down::
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> <Lt. Reed> *FCO*: Yes we are Tobias.  Our Number six and number seven shuttles are going to be down from that time.  They've developed some issues with their lateral thrusters.  Engineering wants to have a look, but they are going to be in use until 21:00
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> ::heads to TL to Captain's ready room::
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> TL: Main Bridge
<+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> *Lt. Reed*:  See, and I was going to offer to pick up the slack.  Guess I don't need to bother.
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> *FCO*: What's your status?
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> <Lt. Reed> *FCO*: Well, if you're wanting some more stick time...
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> :: walks out of TL walks toward ready room::
<+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> *CO*: just coming on duty sir.
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> ::chimes door::
<+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> *CTO*:Enter
<+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> *LT Reed*: I do...  I really do, but I think the Captain might have other ideas for me.  I think I'll head up to the bridge for now.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> <Lt.Reed> *FCO*: you know where to find me if you change your mind.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::finishes getting dressed::
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> :: walks in, up to desk at attn::
<+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> CTO: At ease Telarus. Cup of coffee?
<+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::leaves quarters, heads for turbolift::
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: Thank you, yes please.
 <@Susan> Action: Telarus hears faint voices.
<+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> ::pours the coffee:: CTO: Help yourself to the sugar or milk or cream...::hands Telarus the cup:: I wanted to talk with you about the weapon. If you feel up to it
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::enters turbolift::  TL:  Main Bridge.
 <+XO_Cmdr_Fowler> @::helping out where she is needed, making rounds checking how the medics are doing and how the relocations are progressing::
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::turbolift doors open on the bridge, I walk out, quickly look around the bridge, and walk over to Snider, at the helm::  Snider:  Hey there Hal, how you making out?
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> ::grabs cream and sugar, stirs:: CO: I am Captain.
<+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> <Snider> FCO: Well there is really nothing quite like manning the helm on a ship in orbit.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> Snider:  I know, it’s a little dull...  But regs are regs.  ::pats Snider's shoulder::  I'll take over for a while, you look like you're ready for a nap.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> <Snider> ::slowly gets up, and smiles::  FCO:  Thanks boss.  ::turns and makes to the exit::
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::sits down at the helm station and logs in.::
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> ::nods:: CTO: Are you recovering okay?
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: I am, thank you for asking.
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> CTO: Good...tell me what you can about the Vroa device. ::sips on his coffee::
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: Well the technology was far advanced, the inhibitors. The nuclear device was of an old Earth design.
 <+FCO_LTjg_Quinn> ::quickly looks over the flight status monitors, engines, thrusters, positioning systems, proximity sensors::
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> CTO: Do you think we can utilize any of it?
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: I was able to beam in past the inhibitors by tuning the transporter signal to the same refresh interval
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: It's a matter of finding the frequency. With what remains we can study to build effective defenses, or even an offensive response.
<+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> CTO:  Good. If in the event of the Vroa returning, I want to make sure we are ready for them. Too many lives were lost...
 <+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: Agreed. I will make my best efforts.
 <@Susan> ACTION: Engineering reports that the malfunction was due to the radiation exposure.  The system has been cleaned and recalibrated.
 <+XO_Cmdr_Fowler> @::Sits for a moment to make a quick log entry before heading over to the makeshift quartermasters tent::
 <+CO_Cmdr_Lemmick> CTO: Use what you need to...If I can convince Command we may not need the weapons, but in-case we do. From one Tactical guy to another I am sure you can understand.
<+CTO_Lt_Telarus> CO: I do, sometimes we have to go to the edge of or morality in order to preserve it. I hope we can avoid conflict.
 <@Susan> <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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